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Log building 
– a healthy place to live

A home built of Lappish pine is an investment into life quality, as the 
log building is a pleasant and healthy living environment. The log 
structure breathes and therefore the interior air is also of a good qual-
ity and clean to breathe. This improves the quality of life for people 
suffering from allergies. 

Log home – a relaxing living environment

The logs even out the interior warmth and humidity. A log house is 
pleasantly cool in the summer and comfortably warm in the winter. 
A warm atmosphere also always dominates a log house; a genuine 
wooden living environment provides energy for every day of the year. 
It’s easy to relax in a log building.
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The rugged harshness of the northern countryside created a building 

tradition that in days of old, distinctly improved chances of survival in 

the Arctic conditions. The logs made from Lapland’s tough and strong 

trees brought warmth and shelter – a permanent residence not affl icted 

by the weather. The oldest log buildings are centuries old.   
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Experience and modern 
technology 
We manufacture houses and holiday homes where individual design is 
combined with uncompromising professionalism and state-of-the-art 
technology. Each log house is designed to the client’s specifi cations. Our 
modern production facility ensures the high quality of the product while 
keeping the prices competitive. Ikihirsi is a fl exible house supplier.

Our employees proudly cherish our long-standing traditions, and it is 
our express wish that our love for log construction is also passed on to 
the end user of the building. The most important goal for our staff is 
complete customer satisfaction. The production process and packaging 
have been planned in such a way that the log building may be safely 
transported even on the longest of journeys.
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We are also housing project builders 

- 40 holiday home village in the French Pyrenees

- 10 holiday home village in Parnassos, Greece

- Kindergarten in Wales 

- Health Center, Barcelona, Spain
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Ridge beam

Roof beam

Balcony railing
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Pillar

Terrace railing
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Thermal insulation
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SEITA 63

Inside fl oorage 62,9 m2

1. fl oor 32,8 m2

2. fl oor 30,1 m2

Total fl oorage 71,2 m2
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NALTIO 69

Inside fl oorage 69,5 m2

1. fl oor 48,4 m2

2. fl oor 20,6 m2

Total fl oorage 92,5 m2
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PALLAS 79

Inside fl oorage 79,4 m2

1. fl oor 47,2 m2

2. fl oor 32,2 m2

Total fl oorage 101,6 m2
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HETTA 80

Inside fl oorage 79,7 m2

1. fl oor 50,7 m2

2. fl oor 29,0 m2

Total fl oorage 109,2 m2
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LUTTO 84

Inside fl oorage 83,4 m2

1. fl oor 61,2 m2

2. fl oor 22,2 m2

Total fl oorage 109,2 m2

Carport 24,2 m2
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OUTA 85

Inside fl oorage 85,1 m2

1. fl oor 52,2 m2

2. fl oor 32,9 m2

Total fl oorage 103,4 m2
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SUOMU 119

Inside fl oorage 119,3 m2

1. fl oor 65,5 m2

2. fl oor 53,8 m2

Total fl oorage 154,1 m2
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VASKO 120

Inside fl oorage 119,2 m2

Total fl oorage 131,9 m2
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NELLIME 121 

Inside fl oorage 120,6 m2

1. fl oor 71,2 m2

2. fl oor 49,4 m2

Total fl oorage 129,2 m2

Carport 12,29 m2
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NIEKKA 126

Inside fl oorage 126,5 m2

Total fl oorage 162,5 m2
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AAKENUS 128

Inside fl oorage 128,0 m2

Total fl oorage 177,0 m2

Carport 31,1 m2
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SAANA 130

Inside fl oorage 130,4 m2

1. fl oor 73,8 m2

2. fl oor 56,6 m2

Total fl oorage 148,4 m2
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JERIS 136

Inside fl oorage 136,0 m2

Downstairs 76,1 m2

1. fl oor 59,9 m2

Total fl oorage 163,3 m2
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AILIGAS 140

Inside fl oorage 139,7 m2

1. fl oor 86,8 m2

2. fl oor 52,9 m2

Total fl oorage 174,1 m2

Carport 25,0 m2
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HALTI 150

Inside fl oorage 148,2 m2

1. fl oor 83,5 m2

2. fl oor 57,5 m2

3. fl oor 7,2 m2

Total fl oorage 168,1 m2
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MUOTKA 152

Inside fl oorage 151,4 m2

1. fl oor 102,0 m2

2. fl oor 49,4 m2

Total fl oorage 179,7 m2
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LUOSTO 154

Inside fl oorage 153,8 m2

Total fl oorage 212,7 m2
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PYHÄ 175

Inside fl oorage 174,8 m2

Downstairs 37,5 m2

1. fl oor 72,1 m2

2. fl oor 65,2 m2

Total fl oorage 207,8 m2

Carport 30,0 m2
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OUNAS 193

Inside fl oorage 192,6 m2

Downstairs 85,1 m2

1. fl oor 53,8 m2

2. fl oor 53,7 m2

Total fl oorage 256,6 m2
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NATTAS 207

Inside fl oorage 207 m2

Downstairs 55,4 m2

1. fl oor 84,9 m2

2. fl oor 66,7 m2

Total fl oorage 250,0 m2

Carport2 49,8 m2
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Nagano, JapanHammelburg, GermanyNaussa, Greece

Pyrenee, France

Aittokoski, Himos, Finland

Ylläs, Finland

barselonaSpain
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70x170 95x170 120x170 145x170 180x220 204x220 220x250

88x195 114x195 135x195 180x220 204x220 215x270

The age-old way of living and building skills still thrive in Finnish Lap-
land, and also form the basis for modern log house construction. Ikihirsi 
is a Lappish log house manufacturer that cherishes these old traditions, 
with its products exported to almost every European nation in addition 
to Japan.

The log houses are crafted from closely grained Lappish pine, the best 
possible raw material for log construction. Our success is based on 
maintaining a high level of quality, fl exibility and customer satisfaction. 
Our importers are professionals in log construction. At your disposal are 
experienced and skilled architects, engineers and log builders. Our net-
work of representatives guarantees the best possible service for clients 
who value demanding and individual product solutions.

Ikihirsi makes log houses from Lapland

Round logs

Planed logs

Laminated logs

Solid Ikihirsi logs Kelo- silverpine 
logs

Aihki- golden 
logs
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Ikihirsi is the world leader in silver pine and aihki construction. The sau-
nas and homes built from silver pine and aihki are each individual and 
unique products; the surface forms of the wood are left visible, enabling 
nature’s own decoration being brought out in the best possible way.

Each silver pine and aihki building is crafted by hand.

Individually designed and luxuri-
ous silver pine and aihki buildings
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Tulotie 2, 93100 Pudasjärvi, FINLAND
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A reliable and competitive log house 
manufacturer from Lapland
A reliable and competitive log house 
manufacturer from Lapland
- Raw material used is closely grained Lappish pine
- Modern and effi cient production lines
- Professional and competent staff and retail network
- Flexible and reliable deliveries
- Individual design according to the client’s specifi cations

GOST - CERTIFICATION

Ikihirsi  Oy is a member organisation of the Log 
Building Industry Association of  Finland



Specialist in loghomes
ENGLAND.

 Tel. / fax :  01502 716107.
 Mobile : 0781 0873963. 

info@finlandiahomes.co.uk
 www. finlandiahomes.co.uk

Finlandia-homes ltd


